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October 15, 1962

"Every day will I bless
thee; and I will praise thy
Name for ever and ever."
Psalm 145:2

"Seek ye out the book of
the Lord, and read."
Isaiah 34:16

DITORIAL
Salvage or Save; Which?

W are noted for being attention getters. Aroused are those who are ready
AILING SIRENS and flashing red lights

to give first aid. Such emergencies frequently give opportunity for unusual
venture. Often life itself is risked to
meet the need of the hour.
Rushing beside the aid volunteer are
the curious, those who love excitement.
The roads to a fire become traffic jammed, and a desire to see the twisted
steel and the ambulance victim at a
flashing red light, creates additional hazards. Excitement promotes action in a
manner that is difficult to duplicate.
To drive an ambulance or fire truck is
"big stuff" in the opinions of little boys.
Is there something of a parallel to be
found in life, even in church life? In
the Family Issue of the Evangelical Visitor, May 14, 1962, there appeared the
poem, "The Fence or the Ambulance."
Certainly, this is not poetry that will live
with the classics. Its strength happens
to be in its pin-pointing of a weakness.
Mankind, by action, has proved to have
a much greater interest in salvaging
than saving.
Doctors have testified that tobacco is
harmful to the human body. Nominal
Christianity agrees its use constitutes
an expensive habit, poor stewardship of
money. But for economic reasons, Christians share in its traffic. Big business
fights medical research; tremendous
economic values are at stake. To build
a fence at the top of the precipice would
not be "economically sound"!
The gods of the liquor industry have
multiplied millions worshipping at their
shrines. There is no doubt, alcohol rates
number one for causing fatal automobile
accidents. What a record it has accumulated for the breaking of homes, ending
them in the divorce court. Add to this
the weeping, broken hearts that sob and
cry under cover. We spend millions of
dollars one way or another for the "ambulance fund," but to erect a fence at
the brink of the precipice would interfere with tax income, further glut the
grain market, to say nothing of the many
the fence would put out of jobs!
What about the church and its program? Is there a point; where missionmindedness overlooks the importance of
Christian education? It becomes a bit
frustrating when Christian youth try to
understand the plaudit expressed over
"ambulance" conversions. They soliloquize: "Maybe the way to be effective
is to 'go over the cliff,' be picked up
(2)

at the bottom. Your testimony will be
more effective."
Fence building is not glamorous. It
falls into the category of routine. Its
heart and soul is a teaching ministry.
Its crisis moments in Christian experience are real, though not as spectacular as comes to the person who has
lived in out-broken sin. Carnal, cantankerous, half-hearted Christians experience a far greater crisis in santification than one who has maintained a
tender, obedient, responsive attitude to
the Holy Spirit.
Why do youth develop an allergy for
so-called Christian concepts? Is it because of unwillingness to surrender and
accept? Without doubt, this is part of
the problem. Could the principal reason
be the ineffectiveness of a teaching ministry, either in subject material or
method of approach.
Ambulance drivers are trained in firstaid. They have learned the art of artifical respiration and how to pick up the
injured. There must be aptness in driving ability. Their primary work, a very
worthwhile and necessary function, is
to pick up, salvage, do what they can
to help amid a tragic situation.
The time involved in learning firstaid or good ambulance driving is meager
compared to learning the art of teaching.
Study, precept, example, ability to counsel, possession of an understanding spirit,
a sympathetic heart, patience, are the
pulse and life-beat of those who work
at the top of the cliff. There is no
substitute for a teaching ministry and
nothing that is quite as rewarding.
Is it true: a faithful, devoted, understanding teaching ministry greatly lessens the danger of being forced to listen
to the "weird siren" or to be blinded
by the "flashing red light"? We do well
to have youth appreciate the difference
between being saved via the ambulance
or being saved by not having the need
for one. The method we emphasize
leaves an indelible impression on youth.
j . N. H.

Christian Literature
"THE MIGHTY INK POT"

When God revealed to Martin Luther
the great doctrine that "the just shall live
by faith," it changed his life. He immediately set about spreading that truth
to the benighted people of Europe.
Though he shouted it from the housetops, only a few could hear the modern
prophet's voice. Luther instinctively
turned to the pen. With the help of
other reformers, the Holy Scriptures
were translated into the languages of
Europe. As the common people of

Europe began for the first time to read
the Bible, light poured in upon them. A
careful study of those momentous days
will show you how much really happened. We describe it in one magnificent word: Reformation.
* Much of the world today is living in a
spiritual darkness not unlike that of
Luther's time. Both the free and the
slave world live in fear. Even some of
God's children have given up in despair
and are seeking to find their security
in bomb shelters.
I plead for a return to faith and action. God is not dead. Communism has
not taken Him by surprise. Men's hearts
are still in need. The gospel is still the
power of God unto salvation. Luther's
God is our God. We will do well not
only to use Luther's message, "the just
shall live by faith," but also to use his
method—the mighty ink pot.
—Dick Hillis, Overseas Crusades, Inc.
JAPAN

"In spite of the various media of mass
communication enabling the people to
see and hear what goes on in life, they
nevertheless do not see or hear anything
about Christ or God. Whereas the Japanese people's morals were once founded
on loyalty to the emperor and filial piety
to their parents, since the war they have
lost both, and nothing remains. I do
not think there is any other country in
the world that needs the Gospel of
Christ more than Japan."
—Goro Sawamura (in "Japan Harvest")
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we can be too earnest in
S
prayer. At least it is easy to fall
into the trap of taking our earnestness

tainly precluded flight. For when in
the darkness a man wrestles with you,
you wrestle back. If he pins your arms
too seriously. We batter Heaven's doors to your sides, you struggle to release
with bleeding knuckles because we have them. When he tries to force you off
been told that this is a deeply spiritual your balance, you push against him or
way of going about it, when all that is cling to him to retain it. As he grabs
required of us is to lift the latch.
your throat, your hands tear at his in an
Not that true earnestness is out of effort to get it free.
place. At times a desperation we canThe struggle was symbolic, of course,
not control opens the floodgates of our of Jacob's whole life. Underlying his
hearts in God's presence. There is no habit of locking horns with other people
better place for this to happen. While (such as Esau and Laban) a deeper
we must always reverence Him, our struggle had been going on between
Father's concern for the smallest details Jacob and the Lord. The visible battles
of our own and other people's lives in- reflected an inner lack of peace. And the
vites these outpourings.
inner unrest in turn was the result of
But the trouble is that having been Jacob's surly refusal to learn a lesson
told we must seek God with all our that God had been seeking for years to
heart (which is true), we confuse sin- teach him.
cerity and singleness of purpose in our
Such was the deeper struggle that
relationship to Him, with the idea that now took a physical form.
He will be more sure to answer our
What was the lesson that Jacob so
prayers if we spend longer saying them, obstinately refused to learn? It was simor say them in a more earnest tone of ply that God could be counted on to
voice. Earnestness ceases to be spontan- fulfil His promises. Had God promised
eous and becomes a religious duty. that the elder would serve the younger?
Sometimes we think our prayers acquire (25-23). That was fine. But Bebekah
merit in proportion to our groanings.
and Jacob left nothing to chance. It was
This wrong idea springs partly from nice to know of God's intentions. It gave
the story of Jacob's wrestling with the a kind of legality to their vile deceit.
angel. We snatch the phrase, "I will Clearly, they were but fighting for their
not let thee go, except thou bless me," rights. Yet how different their attitude
out of its context and apply it to inter- was to what Abram's had been a few
OMETIMES

years earlier! (13:8, 9) Secure in his
confidence in the reliability of God's
promise, he had no qualms about letting
Lot take his choice of land, even though
that choice seemed to render God's
promise to Abram impossible. Jacob and
Bebekah had not advanced that far in
the school of faith.
Did God speak to Jacob in a vision
as he fled from Esau his brother?
(28:11-15.) That, too, was fine. It was
nice to be told that the land was to be
his. It was comforting to be assured
that God was with him and would not
forsake him. It was also somewhat terrifying to come into contact with a
real God (v. 17). But a fellow had to
be practical. You could not gamble
your last cent on a promise, however
awesome the vision that accompanied
it. Time alone would show whether
God would keep His word. If eventually
He did so, Jacob would do right by
God. God would become his God and
Jacob would pay Him tithes (vv. 20-22)
In the meantime it would do no harm
to go on using his wits.
So, faced with a hawk-eyed twister,
Laban, he overturned his uncle's
schemes by resorting to witchcraft and
guile (30:37-39). Or at least they both
thought that he did. For the story of
their sordid dealings is a story not only

Wrestling with God — Right or Wrong
cessory prayer. We attempt to wrestle
with God to prove that we really want
something from Him and mean to get
it. Having engaged Him thus, we refuse
to release Him until our objective is
achieved.
With Thee all night I mean to stay
And wrestle 'til the break of day.
—John Wesley

But we are never invited to approach
God in a wrestling spirit. Jacob himself
had no such thought. He wrestled not
because he wished to gain something,
but because he found himself under
attack. He fought in self-defense.
For the first time in years he had
found himself alone in the night with his
fears (Gen. 32:23, 24). His family and
flocks had gone on ahead to meet their
fate. Suddenly in the darkness he was
assailed by a physical form ("There
wrestled a man with him [Jacob]"—v.
24). In such circumstances his only
choice lay between resistance and flight,
and. the method of attack almost cerof energy sinfully expended, but of
energy wasted.
October 15, 1962

by John

White

Laban wasted his efforts because he
was pitting himself not against Jacob
but against Jacob's God. Jacob wasted
his efforts because he would have gained
the cattle whether he had "pilled white
strakes" or not (31:11-13). In the end
he only succeeded in breaking even with
God's promises. In doing so in his own
way, he had also reaped an additional
harvest of guilt, of worry, and of deadly
fear. Had he played the game God's
way, he would have harvested the same
material benefits, the same spiritual
blessings, but with only a fraction of
the emotional shock. Moreover his life
would have been much more pleasing to
God.
Have you ever tried to give first aid
to an injured dog? It snarls and struggles and bites. It goes crazy with fear,
hurts you (if you do not take care) and
hurts itself. The blessings you confer
on it are conferred in spite of what the
dog is and does. Its struggles do not
help it. Nor did Jacob's.
(Continued on page four)
(3)

In the middle of writing this article,
I was called by my wife to rescue a
tiny kitten being mauled by dogs. As
I reached it, it was lying exhausted on
the garden path, its black and white fur
matted and dirty. It was panting with
exhaustion, yet as I stretched my hand
to help it, it spat at me and extended
its tiny claws to scratch. I rescued it
in spite of itself.
The same is true of a drowning nonswimmer. It is all very well for you to
tell him, "Trust in me! Turn around and
rest on my hands! I will see you
through." Comforting words—but still
the nonswimmer struggles. He is grateful for your willingness to help, but he
has no idea how to collaborate. Sometimes you cannot gain his understanding.
You wrestle with him. All his furious
action, far from assisting his progress,
may actually prove a menace. You
may have to knock him out in the end
in order to save his life.
I do not wish to imply that faith in
God's promise should issue in inaction
or passivity. If the injured dog or
drowning person were capable of obeying our orders, there might conceivably
be ways in which their actions would
help, but such actions would have to
be actions based on trust. Jacob's plots
did not represent the obedience of faith
so much as the schemings of half-belief.
As we steal through the chill of night
to get closer to the wrestlers, we must
watch them with respect and reverence.
The frantic gasps for breath, the grunts
of desperate effort, the half-sobs are all
Jacob's. We are not told at what point
he begins to suspect the identity of his
antagonist, but his suspicions have only
lent a new frenzy to his struggles. Perhaps he does not realize that his opponent only wants to help him. He
struggles not by reason, but by carnal
instinct. Reason should tell him that
the Almighty is only putting forth an
infinitesimal fraction of His great might,
just enough for Jacob to fight against.
His effort aims to control Jacob, not to
crush him. But if Jacob will not bend, he
must be broken. If he refuses to trust,
then he must forcefully be robbed of all
power to help himself.
The dawn begins to break and Jacob's
breathless obstinacy shows no sign of
abating; the shadowy stranger with the
lightest of touches dismantles Jacob's
thigh joint (32:25). There is no suggestion of pain in the narrative. But
unquestionably as Jacob attempts to
continue wrestling there is weakness—an
appalling, sudden, giving away of a
limb. In the circumstances, Jacob does
what any one of us would have done, he
clmgs convulsively to his opponent, to
save himself from falling to the ground.
(4)

Perhaps they sway together in silence
for a moment, the stillness disturbed
only by hard breathing. Then the quiet
voice, "Let me go, for the day breaketh."
Let Him go—how could he? How
dare he after what had taken place?
He had been fighting with God. Does*
the extent of his madness begin to dawn
upon him? How had he been drawn
into fighting against God when his deepest desire was for God's help and blessing? His language is the language of
terror rather than of determination. Extremity has driven him to a wild boldness. He has nothing now to lose and
in his despair he reveals the deepest
longing of his heart. "I will not let thee
go, except thou bless me!"
Still there is no movement. Still in
his helplessness Jacob clings.
"What is thy name?"

"Jacob."

our spiritual muscles in competition with
God. It is found, as Jacob and as Jesus
knew: in one case by being broken and
in the other by bowing in meekness and
faith to the will of God the Father.
Copyright, 1962 by the Sunday School
Times. Used by permission.

Christian Literature
NORTH AMERICA

There is an abundance of non-Christian literature in the world. Never before has the world been so full of books,
magazines and literature in general. But
the vast majority of this printed matter
is non-Christian and some of it even
anti-Christian. They tell us that godless
Communism is producing three and onehalf billion pieces of literature per year,
enough so that every individual in the
world may have one individual piece.
The literature of the world is of every
shade, type, and stripe from the very
lowest strata. It is continually rolling
off the presses of the world and being
disseminated throughout the earth
wherever man is found.
But almost everywhere there is a
distinct shortage of Christian literature—
and often a shortage of funds and personnel to produce it. North America
is about the only exception to this rule.
In the last analysis, there is no cheaper
means for communication of ideas and
philosophies than printer's ink. It is time
that we, "the children of light," wake
up to the fact that we must invest some
money in Christian literature in our effort toward world evangelization. Since
we have been spending money on other
more expensive methods of reaching the
masses, we cannot hide behind the excuse of "no funds" in the literature program.
As never before in history people are
anxious to read, yet we as representatives of the Lord Jesus are far behind
in meeting the demand.
If the world is to be reached by the
Word of God, you must become involved. It is most likely impossible for
you to travel to other continents, but by
proxy you can go. If you will pray and
invest in the printed page, it will carry
that gospel you know so well to those
who have never heard it. You can
change the world.
—G. Christian Weiss, Back to the
Bible Broadcast

"Thy name shall be called no more
Jacob, but Israel: for as a prince hast
thou power with God and with men,
and hast prevailed."
Prince? Power? Prevailed?
Had he prevailed by his wits and
determination? I do not believe so. "Not
by might, nor by power, but by my
spirit, saith the Lord." (Zach. 4:6). Is
his princely power with God a reference
to his night-long resistance to God? It
could be, but I hardly think so. There
would have been no need to break it,
had the resistance been a praiseworthy
thing. Moreover the race is not to the
swift nor the battle to the strong (Eccles.
9:11).
No, Jacob's power was the helpless
clinging of a broken man. In weakness
he had become strong. Reaching the
end of his own resources, he had begun
to discover the value of God's. For
God's strength is made perfect in weakness (2 Cor. 12:9).
Watch him as he limps his lonely
way, his long shadow crooked in the
sunrise. In the past he has gloried in his
resourcefulness.
Henceforth he will
have to learn to glory in his infirmity.
In doing so he can justly claim his
title, Israel.
Peniel is not the place where you get
what you want from God, but where
God gets what He wants from you.
There may be a struggle, before He succeeds in doing so, but that is partly
because we are human. Even in Gethsemane there was bloody sweat, but the
battle was won on that occasion with
the words: "Nevertheless not as I will,
but as thou wilt" (Matt. 26:39).
Perhaps, after all, we may apply the
lessons of Peniel to our prayer life. We
are indeed called to prevail in prayer
It is up to us to unlock the human
and to have power with God. It is not personality so that Jesus Christ can
true that power is gained by tensing get in.
Evangelical Visitor

IVE EAR unto my words, O Lord,
G
consider my meditation. Hearken
unto the voice of my cry, my King and

my God: for unto thee will I pray. My
voice shalt thou hear in the morning,
O Lord; in the morning will I direct
my prayer unto thee, and will look up"
(Psalm 5:1-3).
This Psalm is entitled "A Morning
Prayer." I like that. There is no better
way to begin the day than to spend a
few moments with God. Mrs. M. A.
Kidder speaks of the value of this type
of exercise in her song, "Don't Forget
to Pray":
Ere you left your room this morning
Did you think to pray?
In the Name of Christ our Saviour,
Did you sue for loving favor
As a shield today?

What better way to open "the gates of
day" than to spend some time in communion with our Creator? This, David
declares to be his purpose in verse 3:
"Oh Lord, in the morning Thou shalt
hear my voice; In the morning I will
set in order before Thee, my prayer,
And will look up."
David knew what everyone should
learn; it is good to look up before we
look out upon the world of men about
us. Things as they are can be most discouraging. Man can be so disappointing.
But to look to God before we look at
men conditions us to bear whatsoever
of discouragement or disappointment
may confront us.
David does not state exactly why he
prayed as he did, but before he makes
this declaration to look up, before he
looks about, he makes a three-petition
prayer:
1) "Give ear to my words, O Lord,
2) "Consider my meditation;
3) "Harken to the voice of my cry, (for
help) my King and my God, for to
Thee I pray."
David had been • thinking. Of what,
we do not know, but he knew that God
knew. Whatever it was, it was not selfexalting. He is in need of help such
as only God can give. He is insistent.
It is urgent!
David had no monopoly on approaching God in prayer. Horatius Bonar, a
godly man of an earlier generation tells
us that every one who has accepted
Christ as Saviour and Friend has this
right:
What a Friend we have in Jesus,
All our sins and griefs to bear!
What a privilege to carry
Everything to God in prayer!

And then he says:
O .what peace we often forfeit,
O what needless pain we bear;
All because we do not carry
Everything to God in prayer.

October 15, 1962,

,-

The Morning Prayer
C. Ray Heisey
Think of it, a privilege so priceless,
yet too infrequently used by those who
could and should profit most by its use!
How much we deprive ourselves when
we do not use this provision that God
has made for us!
Charles Spurgeon once said, "We need
not fear a frowning world while we
rejoice in a prayer-hearing God." Thomas Watson, another of God's saints wrote,
"When prayer leads the van, in due time
deliverance brings up the rear."
David suggests two manners of praying when he says, "Give ear to my words,
O Lord, consider my meditations."
Prayer may be expressed in words, or in
unuttered longings. Both were used by
him. There may be effectual praying
without words, and alas! there may be a
multitude of words used which is no
prayer at all.
It is good to have the habit of prayer
as Daniel did—as all true children of
God do. But, even this can be ineffective unless there is a proper spirit accompanying the praying. True prayer
is an attitude of heart.
Jesus expresses this in the story of
two men who went up to the temple to
pray. One exalted himself. He told God
how glad he was that he wasn't as bad
as other men. It took many words to do
it. He got nothing from God. The other
man humbled himself—saw himself as
God saw him—did not even look up, but,
smiting his breast, said only a few words.
But those words were accompanied by
a proper attitude of heart. God understood. He got the answer to his prayer
which was simply, "God be merciful to

me a sinner," and no more. Jesus said
that he went down to his house justified—right with God.
David asks God to "hearken," that is
"listen" to the "voice" of his "cry" for
help. Did you know that crying has a
voice? It is a powerful voice. It reaches
the ear of God. Prayers need not be
profound. They do not need to be a
work of literary art—only a cry. In another Psalm David says, "This poor man
cried and the Lord heard him, and delivered him out of all his troubles."
Have you a need? Just cry . . . unto the
Lord . . . as a helpless child. Perhaps
the need is too deep for words. Never
mind . . . just cry. God hears a voice
in our cry.
David reveals right relationship to
God in the words: "My King and my
God." Jesus expresses a similar relationship when He begins the model prayer,
"Our Father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come.
Thy will be done in earth, as it is in
heaven." True praying is a loyal son in
need crying to a Father who cares.
Someone has said, "To a loving Father
His children's cries are sweet music, and
they have a magic influence which His
heart cannot resist." To a loving Father
who desires the best for us, our cries
are sweet music if they indicate a proper
attitude of heart. Our Father delights
to give to the sincere. He encourages
us to "ask largely that our joy may be
full."
When David asks God to consider his
meditation we may infer that it is not

(5)

good to b e always talking, even in
prayer. Time is well spent in pondering.
This, too, is praying. A preacher once
w r o t e : "Meditation is t h e best beginning
of prayer, a n d prayer is the best conclusion of meditation. W h e n t h e Christian, like Daniel h a t h first opened the
windows of his soul by contemplation,
t h e n h e m a y kneel down in prayer." T o
think about God, His purposes, His
Word, His will, w h a t H e has done for
us, our needs, t h e need of the world
about us, is a good thought-train to accompany praying.
In Genesis 24:36 we see a picture of
a godly m a n that is pattern for us. W e
r e a d : "Isaac w e n t into the field t o meditate." T h e H e b r e w word used there
means both to p r a y and to meditate.
T h e field would suggest quiet a n d separation from the noise and interference
of the crowd. If you can't find a field,
Jesus gives the solution, " W h e n thou
prayest enter into thy closet a n d shut
thy door." You a n d God alone—that is
true praying.
A poet of the 17th Century wrote:
Give Him thy first thoughts, then, so shalt thou
keep
Him company all day, and in Him sleep.
Yet never sleep with the sun up; prayer should
Dawn with the day.
Rise to prevent the sun: sleep doth sin glut,
And heaven's gate opens when the world's is
shut.
Walk with thy fellow creatures: note the hush
And whisperings amongst them. Not a spring
Or leaf but hath his morning hymn; each bush
And oak doth know I AM—canst thou not sing?
O leave thy cares and follies! Go this way
And thou art sure to prosper all the day.

"In t h e days of our fathers," says
Bishop Burnet, "when a person came
early to the door of his neighbor, and
desired to speak with the master of t h e
house, it was as common a thing for
the servant to tell him with freedom,
'My master is at prayer' as it is now to
say, 'My master is not up.' "
O t h a t w e m i g h t h a v e a return of the
day w h e n we should b e w a r e of going
early to homes lest we disturb morning
prayer! T h e n would God hear and interfere in the m a d devices arranged against
our nation.
—Elizabethtown,
Pa.
(6)

The Christian and
Vincent

Harding

The following is a portion of Vincent Harding's address to one of the Peace Section meetings at the Mennonite World Conference in
Kitchener, Ontario. Harding is serving as MCC
representative in the United States South. On
July 23 he was arrested, along with several
others, on the city hall steps of Albany, Ga.
The group had been praying that love might
reign in the hearts of the men, women and
young people of that troubled city. He was in
jail three days. His opening remarks in this
article allude to this experience.

A

s I sat in the confinement of my cell
in Albany, a n d considered m y responsibility as a speaker here at W o r l d
Conference, I was sorely t e m p t e d to stay
there indefinitely, for the benefit of
my Mennonite brothers and sisters. I
was t e m p t e d to stay there a n d to write
a letter from prison, confessing t o you
h o w weary I sometimes get of talking
a n d talking a b o u t the church and race.
For I do get weary, and I considered
seriously staying in my four-man cell and
sending to all of you a short, gracious
note of invitation, urging you to come
d o w n to Albany to share the experience
with me. For behind all the other circumstances and peripheral issues, I
knew t h a t I was in jail because I b e lieved that segregation is deeply sinful,
and I was convinced that many of us
here really know this, too.
W e know it in terms of w h a t it does
to h u m a n lives. W e know that it scars
the h u m a n spirit, defaces the image of
God, and makes the victim feel less t h a n
human. I t makes a spiritual m u r d e r e r
out of the perpetrator. W e know that it
makes one group believe that God has
cursed t h e m with a darker skin, and
makes another group believe that God
has especially blessed t h e m with a light
one; and both of these are blasphemies
against the God who looks only upon
t h e heart.
W e k n o w from scripture that segregation and discrimination and racial
prejudice are wrong. W e k n o w t h a t the
message of the N e w Testament is t h a t
all m e n are equally in n e e d of t h e
gospel; that all m e n are equally eligible
to become children of God; that the
b o d y of Christ is m a d e u p of believers
of every color and nation; that Christ
in His crucified b o d y took to the cross
every barrier of race, class and culture

that m e n build to keep themselves apart
from one another. W e know, too, that
the greatest vision of the kingdom of
God in the scriptures is one that speaks
of the redeemed as those w h o come
from "every tribe and tongue a n d people
and nation" (Rev. 5:9). W e know that
a God w h o intends to h a v e no segregation around His throne surely is not
pleased with segregation in our communities a n d even in our churches. And
on the most sensitive issue of all, w e
know that the only scriptural requirement for marriage is that it b e "in the
Lord," with no qualifications given concerning color, language, or nationality.
Moreover, we know, too, that Christians w e r e never meant to accept evil
with silent complacency or fearful acquiescence. W e know that Christ has
called us to a ceaseless struggle against
the powers of darkness. W e know that
our Master has told us to love our neighbor as surely as to love God. H e has
m a d e it clear t h a t our neighbor is to
be found wherever w e find a fellow m a n
in need. W e know t h a t H e has told us
that our ministry to the poor and to the
oppressed is really a ministry to Him.
For w h e n H e says, "unto the least of
these," H e surely includes t h e black
brother w h o is imprisoned b e h i n d t h e
invisible bars of segregated housing
ghettos,—the Indian brother w h o is a
stranger and outcast in his own land,—
the white segregationist brother w h o is
sick in spirit,—and the migrant worker
brother w h o is naked of all legal protection and h u m a n rights. H e included
all these in our ministry to Him. W e
know this. W e know too that H e called
us t o b e peacemakers (makers of reconciliation), wherever there is conflict and
Evangelical
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the Race Question
strife. We know that He calls us to
champion the oppressed, just as He
came to "set at liberty those who are
oppressed . . ." (Luke 4:18).
Deep within ourselves, we know this
to be an irreducible part of our calling as
Christians, yet we continue stubbornly
and sinfully to refuse to hear and follow
the Master's voice. We call ourselves a
church, and yet we let our Mennonite
culture become our God. We refuse
to accept outsiders into our fellowship.
Indeed we often cut ourselves off from
them by speaking a language they do
not understand. We act as if the church
belongs to us, rather than to Christ. We
say that those who are not like us do
not belong in Christ's church—a great
sin. (Sometimes, of course, we salve
our consciences by setting up a "mission"
Sunday School or church a few blocks
or miles away from "our" church, but no
one is really deceived by this.)
We know our calling, and yet we
choose to be complacent, callous, and
frighteningly insensitive to the sufferings
of men all around us. We do not seek
to go out of our way to learn of their
needs. We excuse ourselves by saying
we do not know, we do not understand.
We know our calling, and yet we are so
insecure about our way of life that we
are afraid to share it with others. We are
afraid others will reject our "peculiar"
doctrines. So, we stand off from them,
covering our fear with a mantle of false
pride.
We know our calling to unity, and yet
we continue to build segregated congregations and to organize segregated
"missions." Meanwhile the so-called
secular world leaves us far behind,
breaking down the dividing walls in
schools, restaurants, and buses. Ignoring the unity of the body of Christ, we
bring great frustration and unhappiness
to many persons by telling our Negro,
Mexican, and Indian "converts" that we
love them. We send them off to our
schools proclaiming their equality before God. Then when they dare to think
of dating our sons and daughters, we
vigorously shake our heads, and shout,
"No!" And if one ever became bold
enough to love and to speak of marriage,
we declare they are carrying love and
equality too far. We know our calling,
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but we have allowed ourselves to become deeply conformed to the prejudiced and discriminatory ways of the
world around us. We are afraid to pay
the price of true non-conformity. So,
we seek to fool ourselves and others by
refusing to conform in outward things,
but within we have allowed ourselves
to be pressed into the mould of the
white, western world, a world on the decline. In this context we see a Mennonite lady in one of the southern states,
properly attired in the modest garb of
her conference, saying "I'd never let
my children go to school with Negroes."
It is certainly necessary to pause here
and to acknowledge the fact that there
is a steadily increasing number of persons in our fellowship who are deeply
concerned about these things, and constantly seeking for ways in which to
bring a truly Christian witness to the
vexing problems of race. We must give
God great thanks for this, but we must
never let it blind us to the fact that the
overwhelming majority of us simply
have not yet cared enough to seek God's
will in this matter.
Therefore it seems apparent to me that
the only message which remains for
the Mennonite fellowship on this issue of
race is the message that came from
Christ to the churches 1900 years ago
through the vision of John the Seer. He
was the Lord of these churches, and if
His Lordship over us is more than a
slogan, then the words of Revelation are
yet the same for us: "He who has an
ear, let him hear what the Spirit says
to the churches" (2:29, etc.).
Within our brotherhood, there exists
on the issue of race (as well as on war
and on economic justice) the very same
attitudes which prompted our Lord's
admonition to the seven churches of
Asia Minor, an admonition that was
surely meant for all churches everywhere. Like Laodicea, we, too, are insipidly lukewarm on the challenge of
racial brotherhood and human justice.
We have issued statements and held
conferences, but we are neither hot nor
cold. We are too respectable to be hot
and too pious to be cold. We are too
prosperous and too well thought of in
our communities to indentify ourselves
with the cause of a persecuted minority.

We are quietly keeping out of "controversial" issues, and because of this our
Lord has no choice but to tell us that we
are wretched, pitiable, poor, blind and
naked. And unless we repent and clothe
ourselves with the garments of His compassion for the suffering, and anoint our
eyes with the salve of His love to see the
needs of our outcast brothers, we shall
surely die.
Our name is not only Laodicea; it is
also Pergamum and Thyatira. For we
have fallen prey to the temptation to
conform to the immoral and sinful ways
of the world. We condemn drinking, but
condone segregation, and the latter evil
is at least as great as the former. We
have joined the immoral, segregated
schools without a word of protest. We
have taken advantage of our white skins
and have used facilities denied to our
darker brothers, without a word of protest. Doing so, we have eaten meat and
enjoyed lodging that was offered to
the idols of racial pride and prejudice.
And the message comes to us: "Repent."
Surely, too, our name is Ephesus. For
we have forgotten the love we had at
first and have fallen from what we once
were. So, we need to hear the words of
the writer to the Hebrew Christians,
too, as he reminds them also of "the
former days, when after you were enlightened, you endured a hard struggle
with sufferings, sometimes being publicly exposed to abuse and affliction, and
sometimes being partners with those so
treated" (Hebrews 10:32, 33). What
better description is there for the life
of our persecuted Anabaptist forefathers? They were a minority, forever
in danger of their lives, always threatened with swift destruction of their
property. But we have forgotten what it
means to be a persecuted minority and
what it is to rejoice in suffering for
Christ's sake. We have forgotten all
this and we have been glad to forget.
And Christ has this against us.
Christ calls us to remember again
our role as sufferers for the right. In
this matter of racial injustice, He asks
us to remember what it is to be "partners" with those who are "publicly exposed to abuse and affliction . . ." Does
this not describe our Indian, Mexican,
Negro and Oriental brethren? Christ
calls us to be partners with them in
their suffering. If we refuse, our lampstand—representing His Church—will be
removed from its place. (Some persons
believe that God has already removed
His lampstand from us—His disobedient
people— and passed it on to the courts,
schools and the "secular" organizations
which lead with compassion the struggle
for racial justice and understanding.
(Continued on page 12)
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MISSIONS
Those vivid first impressions! You won't waul /.<> miss
this lively description of Joe's new job—

Supervising an Outstation Circuit
Anna Louise Ginder
Two days after arriving in Rhodesia,
we were taken to Wanezi Mission, ninety
miles southeast of Bulawayo—or two
hours by motor car [on one of Rhodesia's
better roads; distance by hours is often
more significant in Africa than distance
by miles] to our new home. Our predecessors, the Don Zooks, had taken up
their new assignment about six weeks
previous, leaving us with plenty of work
with which to become oriented
Joe's work is to visit twenty-seven
primary schools, four times a year, keep
them supplied with equipment, books,
and teachers—just to mention a few of
his responsibilities. He plunged right
into visiting nearby schools and soon we
were both in the swing of making weekly
treks to farther schools, camping each
night at a different school. Many details are connected with supervising
these schools, as the missionary is the
go-between for the government. And
you know how tedious government reports and statistics can be.

fires, and carry water. Joe is kept busy
inspecting classes, counseling teachers,
and meeting with the local Building
Committee; I cook, make beds, type
letters, sew, inspect sewing classes, and
meet with women's groups.

W E REALLY ENJOY BUSH-WHACKING
[Sounds good, doesn't it? And my memory
yields a clear outline of a conversation with
Joe's Uncle Amos and Aunt Verna in a train
compartment on the way home from a Conference at Macha Mission. They had then worked
on the same Circuit for, perhaps, six weeks and
were most eager to get back to the work they
loved. Not all new missionaries respond with
enthusiasm to the isolation and constant packing up and unpacking of veld life; and so I
remembered! Miss. Ed.]

Do we have a garden? Our house is
brick with six rooms and bath. Yes, we
feel very fortunate to have all the mod-

Each school is different with a variety
of scenery. One section is thick with
bushes and trees, another has many
kopjes—small hills with huge boulders
piled atop one another; still another is
on the high veld with flat grazing land
and few trees.
Monday morning we arrive at a
school, inspect it, have a midday church
service, pack up and move to the next
school. Some schools provide a small
house or hut for the missionary, others
a brush shelter. Sometimes we sleep
in the classroom, sometimes in the hut.
We cook outside. Usually our African
boy helper goes along to help repair
school furniture, gather wood, build
(8)

THE CHALLENGE IN ALL THIS?

Inspecting schools perhaps doesn't
sound much like mission work as some
people think of it. But in what better
way can one get next to the people than
to go out to where they live, go to school,
and go to church? The mid-day service
held after school at each outstation provides a definite spiritual contact with
them and a chance to help shepherd the
flock. Many ask our prayers as they tell
us their conflicts, joys, and sorrows.
[Again, I ask, in what better way can one
get next to the people, young and old? In
what other way could one meet up with so
many people in so intimate a way? Pray for
Joe and Anna that they may have the spiritual
and physical strength to meet this challenge.]
WHAT IS OUR HOUSE ON THE
MISSION STATION LIKE?

We have no picture of Joe attending to his reports (which pile up rapidly if not attended to
promptly and regularly) after inspecting a
school; but this one from the office files is
marked, "J. Robert Lehman's Private Secretary." More private than usual as to personnel
and less so as to office!

Appreciative small folk await the arrival of the
circuit superintendent before a Sunday service.
How blessed are these children for they hear!
And what a difference between light and
darkness!

em conveniences since Wanezi is wired
for electricity. There is a large yard
with a huge spreading shade tree. In
the distance to the west is Mt. Shamba.
There is a good-size garden which can
be planted the year around if there is
water available. Good winter crops are
lettuce, peas, kale, tomatoes, onions, and
beans which we have been using. There
was a herd of cows when we arrived
which Joe has recently sold. There are a
few hens. We also have a few citrus
trees—lemons and limes.

From the Letter-bag:
More About the Regional
Conference at Mtshabezi
Glenn and Carl Knepper pushed very
hard to get the new church ready for
use for Conference. It was usable,
though unplastered, unfloored, without
the ridging, and strung up with very
temporary lighting. None of these items
kept it from holding a large crowd.
The Church Executive met here on
Thursday morning. Philemon Kumalo
had just come in the night before, and
so all were happy to see him. The folks
began to roll in during the afternoon.
Our missionary group was 88 strong, including the 33 children. We ate outdoors at six of the tables from the new
dining-room.
I wish you could have seen the Africans arrive. Cars, buses, lorries [trucks]!
Someone estimated that there were 150
cars here on Sunday. Soon the dorms
were full; we moved to the Industrial
Building and old hospital buildings, then
up to the Central Primary building and
(Continued on page 9)
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"During the rainy season, there is always
one last trip for our jeep . . ."

Regional Conference
(Continued from page 8)

Our Trip During the Monsoon
Beulah Arnold
T HAD BEEN raining a little every day
but the dry, thirsty, dusty fields
Idrank
in the water so fast that the rain

seemed only a drop in the bucket. The
formerly almost dry river beds were
beginning to fill up, however. Should
we try going to Madhipura for Erma
Hare's farewell?
Yes, we'd try. Uncle Vino, AngloIndian Christian neighbor, said that he
would wade the rivers to see if the jeep
could go through. We started out: Jake
Thiessen and John Weber, our Canadian Pax fellows, "Aunt Minnie" and
"Uncle Vino," and three of our Barjora
Indian leaders headed for Madhipura
on business.
We arrived in Madhipura in ample
time. The farewell and fellowship of
the few on the plains was very informal,
the Pyes and the Manns being at Landour and the Engles gone to Bombay
for their trip to the homeland.
We helped ourselves to the buffet
supper of chicken, potato salad, vegetables, jellos, etc., and immediately went
out to the cool of the lawn where we
sat down and enjoyed the food and each
other's fellowship. Especially did we
appreciate Aunt Minnie and Uncle Vino,
who entertained us with stories from the
past. He mentioned only briefly how,
during the uprisings of 1942, he posed
as a Mohammedan and took Leoda
Buckwalter to safety in a covered oxcart.
After the meal we continued our fellowship in song, prayer, scripture reading and brief words of appreciation for
our co-worker who was leaving us.
When we finally said farewell, it was
ten o'clock and we were anxious to be
off; but the bread we had ordered from
the baker at five was still in the oven
at half-past ten. Alas! Whiffs and sniffs
—and we decided to wait the half hour
longer.
At last—sixteen loaves in the back of
the jeep—we started along the black
top towards Pipra. Goats, chickens, and
cows were asleep and we had the highway to ourselves.
As we came out on the dirt road at
Pipra a group of policemen started towards us, beckoning us to stop. What
was going on? Oh, there had been an
armed robbery with two persons murdered and they were checking passing
traffic.
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On to the river! Three of the men
scrambled out to test the depth. Waistdeep everywhere! One thing was certain: the jeep could not cross it. John
Weber offered to take the jeep back to
Madhipura.
[Does he like baker's
bread?] Our pastor Hem Paul consented
to go with him.
The rest of us took our boxes and
personal belongings and started wading
across. And while the jeep was speeding
back on the black top, we were threading our way through the tall jungle
grass on the far side of the river, through
the pitch black night—with two flashlights to help us find the right cart tracks
[amid the many, if it's like African veld
roads] for the remaining six miles.

Beulah Arnold

We lost our way and had to wake
up a farmer to tell us where the main
road was. After walking another mile,
Aunt Minnie suggested that we ask a
farmer friend of theirs for the loan of
cart and oxen. At the farmer's house
we were detained again while they were
getting the oxcart ready. We were glad
to rest, however, even if our clothes
were beginning to feel uncomfortably
cold.
Finally Aunt Minnie and I crawled on
the oxcart. The luggage was stowed
at our feet; the men trudged along behind. Aunt Minnie, being exhausted,
dozed. Soon, however, we were at
Demuri, where we took leave of Aunt
Minnie, Uncle Vino, [and the cart?] and
walked the remaining one mile to Barjora, arriving there at six o'clock just
as the night watchman was coming off
duty.
(Continued on page 10)

finally had them all tucked in. [Formerly, grass shelters were built to house
the African visitors; this was the first
time to house so large a number in the
buildings at Conference time. Another
milestone! ]
One of the big decisions of the Business Conference on Friday was that the
Church here send a representative to
Conference at home. The Executive
Committee had the day before pledged
185 pounds of the estimated 400 needed
for the project, and so they are well
on their way towards their goal. Philemon was really thrilled with the way
business is expedited at home through
the work of committees. He told the
Church here that they should just see
how it is done! He is so enthusiastic
about things that he is a real inspiration
to hear.
The Bible Conference sessions were
very good. Dear old Mfundisi Kumalo
keeps his vim and vigour; Dlodlo gave
a good message, too. Kumalo gave a
very challenging talk on Saturday evening. There was a heartening response
to his challenge. [Mildred Myers has a
tape with this message, we hear.—
M. C. K.]
How you would have enjoyed the
Communion Service! There were 890
communicants. We were all encouraged
by the large group of really interested
men present. At the soon service we
saw the church really filled though not
jammed—with 1144 present. The offering for the Bible Society was over £-48
(about $135) and we were pleased with
that. [Since the people get their Bibles
at a very reasonable rate through the
British and Foreign Bible Society, it is
traditional to give a Conference offering for them.]
(Continued on page ten)

Changing Africa—A large number arrived at
Mtshabezi Conference in bright and shining
motor cars. Notice the unfinished Mtshabezi
Church.
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Missionaries on
the Move to
Rhodesia

Rev. N. Dlodlo, a man who faithfully served
the Lord and the Church for many years,
shared in the preaching at Mtshabezi Conference. Rev. Philemon Kumalo succeeds him
as overseer of the Matopo area.

It was amazing how fast people
cleared out after the last session. They
don't walk like they used to, but you
see the loads on the cars—people, suitcases, blanket rolls, baskets, kettles, etc.
By dusk there was just a small group
of people waiting for the bus to the
south.
Beth Frey

N E W RECRUITS
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern, Janeen Kaye and
David Eric are booked to leave New York on
one of the Moore-McCormack boats on October 12. Earlier the Sterns served at the
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital as Volunteer Service Workers, and their return to the field for
regular missionary service will be especially
welcomed. Mrs. Stern is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. S. I. McMillan, formerly missionaries
in Sierra Leone, West Africa, where she spent
the first seven years of her life.

Chester and Geraldine Heisey, to sail November 2. Chester's training and experience in the
field of accountancy will stand him in good stead
on the field. Mrs. Heisey is a registered nurse.
Accompanying the Heiseys will be Carl and
Eleanor Ginder (picture to appear in later
issue). Both are trained teachers, Carl in the
field of Social Sciences and Eleanor in
Home Economics.

Miss Anna Kettering returned to Rhodesia
by plane early in September to take up teaching again at the David Livingstone
Teacher Training College.

Monsoon Trip
(Continued from page 9)

PLANTING, WATERING — INCREASE, IN CHICAGO
The Gospel is being proclaimed in Chicago! A faithful witness is what is
demanded by the Lord of the harvest and the laborers at 6039 S. Halsted
Street, live and work as though God would require an accounting of them.
What takes place in the heart of a 10-year-old lad as he listens intently
(see picture) to the Youth Choir singing the Gospel? Does not the Spirit of
God speak at a time like this?
"So then neither is he that planteth any thing, neither he that watereth;
but God that giveth the increase" (I Cor. 1:7).
If God's people continue to pray for the children in the front row at the
worship services at the Chicago Mission, the seed sown will bear fruit and
the kingdom of God will grow in that city.
(10

This is only one of the many watery
incidents in our lives here at Barjora.
During the rainy season there is always
one last trip for our jeep. When the
flood level is at its highest even the
oxcart has to be abandoned. At this
writing Barjora is almost surrounded by
flood waters. However, we are fortunate; one of our Anglo-Indian families
is living on their housetop because the
water is waist deep in their yard. In
times like these we learn patience. "And
God is faithful who will not suffer you
to be tempted above that ye are able"
(I Cor. 10:13).
Evangelical
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—Elizabethtown, Pa. Brother Martin
is retired after serving many years in
the pastorate.

PREACHERS
The Pastor's Inter-congregational Ethics
John H.
E MINDFUL to be a blessing, especially to those of the household of
Bfaith—those
who belong to God's fam-

ily with you, the believers" (Galatians
6:10b, Amplified N. T.)
These words, applicable to the pastor,
are a guide to his moral principles and
practice in relation to fellow pastors and
congregations other than his own. His
association with these, whether they are
a part of his denomination or not, should
be one of helpfulness, not one of rivalry
and criticism.
The companionship
among spiritual leaders ought to be
stronger than that which exists among
the members of any other profession.
The ministers' comradeship in the gospel
should afford the most convincing illustration of gracious human relations.
But this is not always the case. Sometimes a minister's success causes other
ministers to become jealous. On the
other hand, a minister's defeat does not
always cause regret on the part of his
fellow ministers. Some ridiculous things
have been said about and done to those
of different religious beliefs. Such
actions are not constructive and they
engender poor public relations.
When the pastor contacts congregations which are not affiliated with his
denomination, he should not attempt
to force upon them the views of his
church, but should preach Christ crucified and the blessings of the Spirit-filled
life. In this way he and they can enjoy
fellowship.
In Luke 9:49, 50, is recorded a rebuke
by Christ to his disciples for discouraging one who honored and served Him,
but did not belong to their company.
This man was not one of the twelve
apostles and evidently not of the seventy sent to preach. But he believed in
Christ and made use of His Name, with
faith and prayer in casting out demons.
Although this was done to honor Christ
and to weaken Satan's kingdom, the
disciples commanded him to stop it, because he did not follow them. The rebuke of Jesus was, "Forbid him not;
for he that is not against us is for us."
The pastor should not compete with
neighboring congregations in trying to
secure their converts for membership
in his church. In one Brethren in Christ
revival, a man went to the altar to be
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Martin
saved. Later that evening a minister of
a nearby church of a different denomination, came to him and said, "You belong to us." His reason for this statement was probably the fact that his
congregation had given financial aid to
the family of this man. The Holy Spirit
and the Word should guide in the decision of a church home—not man.
In contrast, there are many gestures
of thoughtful cooperation. This is illustrated by a pastor who had children
of other churches in his Daily Vacation
Bible School. A number of these made
decisions for Church. At the close of
the school sessions, this pastor sent word
to the children's pastors, so that these
young Christians would be properly
shepherded.
The church where we attend services
is shared by three denominations. This
cooperation has continued for ninetythree years. The Sunday School is conducted jointly and the worship services
are held separately, with members of
the three denominations attending. Sunday School attendance averaged more
than two hundred for the first half of
1962. In the last thirty years, this place
of worship has sent forth six men who
are preaching the gospel, two missionaries for the African mission work, and
a prospect in training. Such cooperation is possible when Christians love
one another and are Christ-centered.
In visitation ministry, the pastor will
naturally contact those of different religious views. It may be his privilege
to lead some of these to a fuller knowledge of the Word and a more abundant
life in Christ. This should be done without any effort to win them from one
church to another, if they are already
associated with an evangelical group.
When a new pastor arrives in a community, the settled pastor is afforded an
opportunity to welcome him and his
family. A bond of friendship may be
formed in this way which will be of
mutual benefit. Not all associations with
fellow ministers and their congregations
are conducive to the spiritual wellbeing of the pastor. He will need to be
cautious and selective. He should, however, be able to say, "When I was born
again, I was born with a love for all
Christian believers."

The Henry Landis family.

Meet the Lcmdises

HO is there that is not charmed by
the sight and thought of a ChrisW
tian family and home? Such a pleasing

subject is brought to us in the presentation of the pastor of the Brethren in
Christ Church in Des Moines, Iowa, the
Rev. and Mrs. Henry F. Landis family.
While touring the church as a member
of the Conqueror's Quartet from Upland
College two incidents occurred in his
life which had a major influence on his
career. The one, he met ,Miss Faithe
Book of Abilene, Kansas, daughter of
Bishop M. M. Book who joined him at
the marriage altar a few years later and
has been a blessing to the Christian ministry. Second, he received a call when
asked to speak for the quartet, God confirming His will for him through this
effort.
He is currently pastoring the Des
Moines congregation in the city where
he was born May 14, 1929. His parents,
Rev. and Mrs. S. W. Landis, gave their
son a good background for the work God
was to lay on his heart.
While attending Upland College he
became established in his experience as
a Christian. Within one year he was led
into the blessing of entire sanctification
and in a full-surrendered life has given
unreserved service to the Master.
He has held three pastorates: one at
Leedey, Oklahoma and one at Moreno,
California before he came to Des Moines.
Bro. Landis in a recent communication
says he has "learned much by experience" and rejoices to join the poet in exclaiming "great things He hath done."
Bro. Landis is still on the sunny side
of life's meridian and, under God, should
have many years to prove divine faithfulness and offer dedicated service to the
church he loves so much.
To this end we all join in prayer for
his success.
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HOME
When the Family Prays
Home is where you find shelter, food,
rest. More important still, home is where
you are. People, young and old, come
to their homes fatigued in nerves and
mind, with hopes damaged, with disappointments and resentments that have
been pent up all day. They let down and
let go in their homes. It takes spiritual
experience to heal wounds like that, to
make wrongs right, and more than all
else to replenish the waning moral
strength needed to fight the good fight,
to have a victorious home.
There is no arbitration, no replenishing, no therapy, no rebirth comparable to that experienced when the family
gathers at the Mercy Seat. Arthur Gossip in his book, In the Secret Place of
the Most High, says that at one time the
famous pearls of the House of Austria
lost their luster. A wise expert sank the
pearls for months in the sea from which
they came. As a result they recovered
their beauty and their radiance. The
family daily needs immersion in the
graces of the Eternal in order to restore its luster as well as its strength.
When the family prays, there comes
about a fresh revelation of God's meaning for each person, and with it a contented heart. When the family prays,
each individual's weakness is mirrored
for honest appraisal and correction. . .
When the family prays, ill feelings
that have resulted from tiffs and family
quarrels are dissolved, a member of the
family is empowered to be big enough
to ask forgiveness; the home is seen as
sacred, family activity as a spiritual vocation.
When the family prays, children experience the welling up of affection that
praying together incites. Prayer makes
the child feel secure. A continued experience of prayer gives the child a
feeling of "a kingdom that cannot be
shaken." Choices are made by the child
while praying . . . When the family
prays, the child gains a feeling that he
or she cannot let God down, cannot
let the family down.
Live with God through all your living, your thinking, your doing. Live
with God where you are—in all you do
each day.
—The Family at Prayer, by Hazen G.
Werner
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Doctor
Smith
Answers
QUESTION: People always talk against
teen-agers getting
married.
What's
wrong with teen-age marriages anyway?
Well, first let's admit honestly that
many teen-aged couples do have very
happy marriages. It just wouldn't be
fair, then, to say that all teen-aged marriages are wrong. But there is one fact
that we can very easily ignore. Teenaged marriages fail and end in divorce
about five times more often than marriages after age 20. And, a second fact
goes with this — the younger the couple
at the time of marriage, the less chance
they have for a happy marriage.
There are several reasons why this is
so. People must learn to live with themselves before they are ready to live with
a husband or wife. During their teens
a boy or a girl is going through the very
normal process of developing his interests; learning what her capabilities
are; choosing a course that will be followed, usually, for a lifetime. These teen
years are tumultuous years (as any parent with a teen-ager or two so well
knows). Now if to the adjustments of
this emerging maturity are added the
adjustments of married life, stresses are
inevitably increased. The most important job a teen-ager has is growing up —
becoming mature. The added responsibility of marriage at this time forces him
or her to assume roles which are uncomfortably foreign as yet, and results all too
often in an unhappy home.
A second factor is financial. Our society demands that a worker be ever
more highly trained before he is given a
job. When teen-agers fail to finish theneducation in order to get married, their
earning ability is sufficiently impaired
to encourage financial problems. The
old saw, "Two can live as cheaply as
one" just isn't true. Two can live about
as cheaply as three — or even four, if
there is furniture to buy, a home to
equip, etc. Teen-agers often are not financially independent enough to support their own home. The psychological
burden of moving in with relatives "just
till we get our feet on the ground" has
been straw enough to break the back of
many, many marriages.
A third factor is this business of being
tied down at just the time in life when a
person most needs to be free. Free to
scout around and try his hand at some-

thing different. . . but you can't if there's
a wife (and perhaps a family) to support . . . can't risk being without that
steady income. Free to develop new
abilities . . . but there just isn't time,
what with the house to keep after. And
•so it goes that the most bitter arguments
in marriages are those that end, "I could
have amounted to something if I weren't
tied down . . ."
These are a few of the reasons why
sociologists so strongly advise against
teen-agers getting married. Of course,
there are young people for whom this
doesn't apply: emotionally and spiritually mature, financially able, psychologically prepared to establish a home. But,
the fact remains, there is no riskier time
to marry than in the teen years.

The Race Question
(Continued from page 7)
Perhaps we are already too late. I hope
not.)
To take on the role of partners with
the oppressed is not easy in our day.
The churches of Virginia, Georgia, Florida and other parts of the southern
United States, especially, must be ready
to face a real cross if they follow Christ
faithfully on this way of partnership.
The churches of Canada face another
kind of cross, but it is there for them, too.
It means in each case possibly giving
up much of our life as we have known
it, so that we might discover life as
Christ has prepared it for us. Some
congregations might be divided. Some
members might face social ostracism and
economic deprivation. Some schools
may lose money. This is the way of the
cross. Christians are called to walk it,
not to avoid it. This will be the privilege
available to churches wherever the issue
of racial differences is sharp. In Asia
and Africa, there are places in which
whites have already become the persecuted minority. It will take great courage and exact a great price for the native Christians of these countries to be
partners with the white brothers. But
there is no other Christian way.
For all who would follow this path on
the issue of race, the message to the
church at Smyrna rings out with clarity,
realism, and hope. It says to us: "Do
not fear what you are about to suffer.
Behold, the devil is about to throw some
of you into prison, that you may be
tested, and . . . you will have tribulation.
Be faithful unto death, and I will give
you the crown of life. He who has an
ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to
the [Mennonite] churches" (Revelation
2:10, 11).
Evangelical Visitor

BULLETIN-BITS
Pastor LeRoy Walters, Baltimore, Md.,
teaches a course in Church Music at the Baltimore School of the Bible each Monday evening.
The first semester began September 17.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., is recuperating from
surgery in the Lancaster General Hospital.
Doctors' orders indicate a period of rest upon
his leaving the hospital.
Bishop Carl J. Ulery conducted an ordination
service for Marion J. Heisey, Valley Chapel
congregation, Canton, Ohio, Sunday, August
12. The entire Henry P. Heisey family were
present for this occasion.
Carl and Marilyn Wolgemuth spoke and
showed pictures of their work with the
Wycliffe Translators, reporting on their jungle
camp experiences of this past summer, at Abilene, Kansas. They spoke and showed pictures
at Grantham, Pa., Sunday evening, September
30.
John Byers, student minister at Messiah College, began services as assistant pastor at
Green Springs, Pa., Sunday, September 16.
H. H. Brubaker served as Rally Day speaker,
Sunday morning, October 7.

Carl Wolgemuths who work with the
Wycliffe Bible Translators are spending some
time during September and October in the
vicinity of Elizabethtown, Pa.
Air Hill, Pa., featured an "Evening of Music"
Sunday evening, September 16.
Musical
groups from nearby congregations and the community shared in the program.
J. Ralph Wenger, pastor of the Five Forks,
Pa., church was guest minister at Baltimore,
Md., Sunday, September 23.
Puslinch, Ontario, reports a baptismal service
for eight Sunday afternoon, September 2.
REVIVAL SERVICES
Henry Ginder at Upland, California, September 23-October 7; Fairview, Ohio, November 7-18; Erwin Thomas at Elizabethtown,
Pa., September 30-October 6; Glenn Ginder at
Five Forks, Pa., November 4-18; Harry Hock
at Chestnut Grove, Ohio, September 10-23;
Alvin Burkholder at Air Hill, Pa., October 2 1 November 4; J. N. Hostetter at Messiah College, October 14-19; Conoy, Pa., November
14-25.

Carl Ginder, youth director at Lancaster,
Pa., was ordained to the ministry Sunday, September 16. Carl and his wife, Eleanor, are
planning for mission work in Africa, sailing
Friday, November 2.
Pastor John Schock, DeRossett, Tenn., conducted a twelve-night revival at Pomeroys
Chapel, Smithville, Tenn., September 12 to 23.

The Chino congregation, California conducted a ground-breaking service at the new
church site, 3:00 p.m., Sunday, September 16.

John Bicksler

The A. E. Mitchells, parents of Mrs. Joe
Smith in India, spoke in the W M P C service,
Wednesday evening, September 12, Pasadena,
California.

Mastersonville, Pa., Installs
New Pastor

D. K. Reisinger was guest speaker for a
Sunday school convention, Hummelstown, Pa.,
Sunday, September 9.
Pastor Donald Shafer, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
and Mr. Walter Haman were guest speakers
for a Youth Conference, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.,
Sunday, September 16.
Dr. Myron Stern was ordained to the ministry Sunday evening, September 30, Cedar
Springs, Pa. Dr. and Mrs. Stern returned to
Africa for a term of missionary service, sailing
from New York, October 12.
Dr. Charles Eshelman presented "The Challenge of Africa" in word and pictures in the
Messiah College Chapel, Sunday evening, September 23.
C. H. Moyer, Elizabethtown, Pa., was guest
speaker for a communion service at Cross
Roads, Pa., Sunday evening, September 30.
Manor, Pa., featured a homecoming service,
Sunday, September 30. Fred Frey, a former
pastor, served as guest speaker.
"The Gospel Tide Hour," Chambersburg,
Pa., presented a special radio broadcast in the
interests of Sunday school work. It was released Wednesday, September 26 and Sunday,
September 30. Paul McBeth, director of Sunday schools, gave the message.
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CROSS ROADS, P A .

In the morning service August 12, Dr. John
Kreider gave the morning message and his
wife, Ethel, gave a heartwarming testimony of
God's faithfulness. During the Christ's Crusaders hour, the following Sunday, they showed
slides of their work at the Navajo Mission in
New Mexico.
The Messiah College Ensemble presented
"Music of the Master" in our Wednesday evening service, August 15.
Detective Collett, Chief of the Bureau of
Narcotics of the Pennsylvania State Police,
spoke in our Men's Fellowship, Thursday evening, September 6. H e gave an enlightening
and helpful talk about dangerous drugs and
narcotics that are habit forming.
Other guests in our congregation recently
included Leroy Yoder and Bishop Henry
Ginder. Brother Ginder spoke during Christ's
Crusaders Hour and presented the evening
evangelistic service.
W E L L A N D , ONTARIO

The Couriers Male Quartet from Pennsylvania presented a gospel concert at DeRossett,
Tenn., Wednesday evening, September 26.

Glenn Diller, formerly of Grants Pass,
Oregon, began service as pastor at the Amherst Community Church, Massillon, Ohio,
Sunday, September 16.

same program was given at South Mountain
Chapel and Mt. Holly Springs, Pa. The Crusaders also sponsored a guest night, July 15.
The Five Forks Male quartet, a New Guilford
Ladies quartet, and Mr. Dey from India were
featured in the program.
Other activities in our congregation included
our Sunday school picnic at the Scotland
Memorial Park with about 150 in attendance;
a dedication service for four children Sunday
morning, July 29; and a joint service with
South Mountain Chapel for a Galilean service
on the Clair Kern's farm, Sunday evening, July
29. Guest speakers during August were Christ
Oberholser and Paul McBeth.

John Bicksler and wife were installed as
pastor of the Mastersonville congregation,
Sunday, September 2. Bishop Henry Ginder
conducted the service.
Brother Bicksler comes to our congregation
from Albuquerque, New Mexico where he has
served an extension church for the last three
years. Prior to that time he served two congregations in Pennsylvania; Canoe Creek, and
Stowe and, just before going to New Mexico,
had served as pastor of the new church at
Dayton, Ohio.
Formerly a resident of Lebanon County, Pa.,
Brother Bicksler graduated from the local high
school in 1939 and then took additional studies
at Messiah College. H e married Elva Smeltzer
of Manheim, Pa. They have three children:
Lois, 18, presently enrolled as a freshman at
Messiah College; Dale, 16, and Dennis, 7.
The congregation welcomes Brother Bicksler
and wife to the leadership of our congregation.
M T . ROCK, P A .

Our
Summer Bible School
enrollment
reached 308 with an average of 230. The
theme was "My Bible and I," with total offerings, $127.30. Pastor Clifford Lloyd was in
charge of Decision Night with a number of
boys and girls responding to the invitation to
let Christ come into their hearts.
The Christ's Crusaders presented a very
unique and interesting program during July.
The program entitled "Every Vocation a Mission Field" featured different vocations in the
congregation and the person appeared on the
program dressed as when going to work. This

Pastor Ray Sider visisted relatives and
friends in Saskatchewan during July and
August. He served as one of the guest speakers for the annual camp of the Saskatchewan
churches. In the pastor's absence Claude
Winger and Charles Wright from the Bertie
congregation filled the pulpit. Their ministries
were enjoyed by the congregation. A faithful
worker in the church, Brother John Hyatt,
passed away while the pastor was away.
We enjoyed the ministry of Evangelist and
Mrs. Wilfrid Moutoux. Other guest speakers
included Edward Gilmore, Andrew McNiven,
and Stella Heise. Sister Heise was with us in
a prayer meeting and spoke concerning the
needs of the missionary, showing pictures of
her recent trip to Africa.
CANOE CREEK, P A . , BECOMES A
CONFERENCE CONGREGATION

The brethren, Charlie B. Byers, Albert Engle,
Bruce Grove, and Herman Miller were guest
speakers for Sunday, July 29. Many friends
and neighbors came to worship with us on
this day when Canoe Creek was transferred
from a mission status to a congregation of the
Allegheny Conference. Over 100 participated
in a covered-dish dinner at the community
building. Musical groups included the Robinson sisters, Mountaineer's Quartet, Altoona
Trio, and our own Junior Quartet.
Other highlights of the summer included
our vacation Bible school with an average
attendance of fifty and a baptismal service in
which seven were baptized and four new members were received into the church.
The youth meetings have been well attended. An active youth chorus sings in
Christ's Crusaders every Sunday night. Pastor
Roy Zook, being a local school teacher, and
Sister Zook, a nurse, serving in the community,
these constant contacts are valuable in our
community visitation program.
Many hours of free labor have been donated
making improvements to the physical plant.
Improvements within and without have greatly
improved the property. A new well 100 feet
deep gives an ample supply of good water, a
new black top parking lot, new front porch
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on the parsonage and painting represents some
of the improvements. W e say our thanks to
Rev. Herman Miller who donated labor for the
building of the porch.
W e extend a word of welcome to visitors
to stop and visit us here in the beautiful
mountains.
T. R.
ALTOONA, P A .

Pastor John Rosenberry has had a busy
summer in tent and camp meeting work. W e
appreciate his returning to the pulpit here at
Altoona.
Our fall revival services were held beginning
September 30. Paul Martin, Jr., served as the
evangelist. Activities of the summer included
our vacation Bible school with an attendance
of 98. Then followed a youth camp with good
interest and attendance and a very enjoyable
time in attendance at Campmeeting.
In August Sister Virgie Kraybill gave our
ladies and the prayer meeting group an inspiring message of the needs of the African
mission field. Sister Zook gave a report of the
W M P C meeting from Conference. W e have a
youth male quartet in our congregation. W e
are enjoying their ministry in song.
Mrs. L. R. O.
H E I S E H I L L , ONTARIO

Guests who have visited our congregation
enlarged our vision and stimulated our faith.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., chairman of the Mennonite Central Committee, spoke to us on the
present needs in our world and the plight of
many in their destitution affecting body and
soul.
Luke Keefer from Millersburg, Pa., was with
us two evenings, September 20 and 2 1 . The
Lord spoke to our hearts through these messages, and the presence of the Holy Spirit was
warmly felt.
Henry N. Hostetter presented the need of
World Missions and introduced the FaithPromise plan with the sacrificial banks as a
means of meeting this need.
ROXBUHY HOLINESS C A M P

MEETING

Called by some "the best camp yet," the
Annual Holiness Camp Meeting met August 412 on the beautiful and commodious grounds
near Roxbury, Pennsylvania.
With attendants from thirteen states and five
foreign countries, the attendance during the
week was larger than usual and rose to 3,000
or more on both Sundays. Twenty-six thousand
persons used the meal service at the Camp.
Under the efficient leadership of Bishop
Charlie B. Byers, the "four camps in one"
functioned smoothly. All joined in prayer:
the adults in a twenty-four hour prayer chain;
the ministers in a night prayer vigil; the children and the teenagers joined these in the early
evening prayer groups in the woods. Beside
these, spontaneous prayer groups
prayed
through to victory.
The music of the camp was lively and joyful, as the song director, William Wright,
Wesleyan Methodist from Findlay, Ohio, led
the audience in the interpretation of Gospel
songs.
An inspiring sight was the presence of many
ministers on the platform. A number of them
from various congregations brought soul-stirring messages. The guest speaker was Rev. Roy
Nicholson, Secretary of the National Holiness
Association.
His sermons encouraged his
hearers to a deeper spiritual life. Two outstanding messages by Rev. William Charlton
of Steverisville, Ontario, were given in tender,
humble spirit.
The principal themes in sermon and song
were heaven, the joys of salvation, the principle of separation from the world in heart and
life, the urgency of witnessing, and especially
the baptism with the Holy Ghost.
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The evening evangelistic sermons by Rev.
Luke L. Keefer were searching and convicting.
In response several hundred persons of various
ages, especially teen-agers, came to the altar.
These altar services were crowned with freedom
and victory.
The minister-missionary sessions each weekday morning under the direction of Rev. A. H.
Engle were well attended. The association of
a large number of preachers at the camp gave
them a realization of their spiritual oneness
as they shared mutual convictions and confidence.
The young people also believe in Roxbury.
The Children's Camp is an important phase of
rearing boys and girls in camp meeting. Here
many sought for salvation. Similarly the TeenAge Camp made a spiritual impact in youth
to integrate them into the church. Youth
Day, a crowning event, included a massed
choir of two-hundred-fifty voices.
The orientation sessions for about twentythree missionaries, I-W workers, and Voluntary Service personnel under the instruction of
Rev. H. N. Hostetter were climaxed by a public dedication service on Saturday forenoon.
Missionary Day witnessed the presence of
nearly sixty past, present, and newly-appointed
missionaries on the platform before a large
audience.
Workers
from
India,
Africa,
San Francisco, New York, and Navajoland
made their listeners aware of various "Missionary Doors."
The divine healing service, in which over
one hundred were anointed, was marked by an
atmosphere of faith in which it was easy to
believe God.
Throughout the camp meeting there were
numerous manifestations of joy as the glory of
God came upon the song services, special songs,
fellowship hours, sermons, and altar services.
The camp of 1963 will convene July 31
through August 11. Bishop Henry A. Ginder
will serve as evangelist.
Alma B. Cassel

BEINTEMA—Dorothy Grace, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Beintema, July 25, 1962, Heise Hill
congregation, Ontario.
COBER—Denise Joanne, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Cober, June 28, 1962, Rosebank congregation, Ontario.
COBER—Elroy Rodger, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Rodger Cober, August 25, 1962, Rosebank
congregation, Ontario.
KELLY—Royann, b o m to Mr. and Mrs. John
Kelly, August 1, 1962, Valley Chapel congregation, Canton, Ohio.
SHEFFER—Marilyn Loraine, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Sheffer, August 7, 1962, Stayner
congregation, Ontario.
WINGER—Daniel Eugene, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Winger, August 1962, Rosebank
congregation, Ontario.
WINGER—Kevin Ray, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Winger, June 11, 1962, Heise Hill congregation, Ontario.
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CLIMENHAGA-HESS—Miss Mary M. Hess and
John A. Climenhaga, both of the Messiah
Home, Harrisburg, Pa., were united in marriage, September 15, 1962. The vows were
taken in the Hudson Street House of the
Messiah Home in the presence of a small
group of relatives and friends. Rev. H. H.
Brubaker performed the ceremony.

HOSTETLER-MILLER — Miss Jeanne Christine
Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller,
Grantham, Pa., and Virgil Lee Hostetler, son
of Rev. and Mrs. Eli H. Hostetler, Sr., Sarasota, Florida, were married in the Grantham
Brethren in Christ Church, August 25, 1962.
Rev. Paul E. Hostetler, Toronto, Ontario, performed the ceremony with the groom's father
assisting.
LEARN- W I L E Y — Miss Lelia Emilie Wiley,
daughter of Mrs. Eva Wiley, Ridgeville, Ontario, was united in marriage to Mr. Paul Benjamin Learn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Learn, Welland, Ontario. The ceremony was
performed September 1, 1962, in the Brethren
in Christ Church, Welland, Ontario, with the
pastor, Ray Sider, officiating.
HEISE-MUEHLBALCHER — Miss Clara A.
Muehlbalcher, Long Island, New York became
the bride of Mr. Eugene R. Heise, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur N. Heise, Hamlin, Kansas,
July 28, 1962. The ceremony was performed
by Chaplain Minto in Memorial Church, Stanford University, Stanford, California.
HEISE-MCCULLOUGH — Miss Dianne Gay
McCullough of La Verne, California and Mr.
Duane W. Heise, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
N. Heise, Hamlin, Kansas, were united in marriage in the First Methodist Church, La Verne,
California, August 4, 1962. Rev. Tipton of
the First Baptist Church, Pomona, California
performed the ceremony.
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GASKINS—Karan Ann Gaskins, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Gaskins, Ella, Kentucky was born November 14, 1960, passed
away September 17, 1962. Besides her parents
she is survived by two sisters, Kathy and Joan
and one brother, Kenny, all at home. Also
surviving are her grandparents and many relatives and friends.
,.
Funeral services were conducted from the
New Hope Baptist Church. P. B. Friesen and
Coy Peteet officiated. Burial was in the New
Hope Cemetery.
HYATT—John Orvall Hyatt passed away at
the Wellesley Hospital in Toronto August 4,
1962 in his 42nd year. In July 1953 he was
united in marriage to Anna Henry, Manheim,
Pa. Their home was blest with three children,
Joseph Paul, David John, and Mary Ann who
keenly feel the loss of a loving father.
Brother Hyatt was saved in 1948 and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church in 1952.
H e has been a willing and faithful worker in
the Welland congregation till the time of his
death.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Cudney Funeral Home by Rev. Andrew
McNiven in the absence of the pastor. E. J.
Swalm and Edward Gilmore assisted in the
service. Interment was in the Pleasant View
Memorial Gardens.
STAUFFER — Harrison G. Stauffer, 73 years
old, died September 13, 1962 in the General
Hospital, Lancaster, Pa., after an illness of two
years.
Born in Mount Joy Township, a son of the
late Morris and Fannie Givler Stauffer, he
resided in Lancaster, Pa., for the past 18
years. H e was a member of the Lancaster
Brethren in Christ Church. His wife, Bertha
M. Eberly Stauffer, died February 4, 1951.
Surviving are these children: Kurvin E.,
Mrs. Isaiah Frey, and Lloyd, all of Orlando,
Fla.; Rev. Melvin E., Sandusky, Michigan;
Anna Mae, wife of Rev. Warren Sherman,
Nappanee, Indiana; Maurice E., Lititz, Pa.;
Marvin E., Tampa, Florida; Verna E., Harrisburg, Pa.; Clair E., Lancaster, Pa.; Wilburt J.,
Lititz, Pa.; Christian M., at home, and Roy E.,
Mount Joy, Pa. Also surviving are 43 grand-
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children, six great-grandchildren, and two sisters.
The funeral service was held at the Lancaster Brethren in Christ Church with t h e pastor, S. Lane Hostetter officiating, assisted by
Rev. Cyrus Lutz. A memorial service was also
held in the Brethren in Christ Church in Orlando, Florida. Interment was in the Pequea
Cemetery.

AfOGAfews
PAX QUARTET D E P U T A T I O N

AKRON, P A . (MCC)—A quartet of four former
Paxmen who have been touring Europe over
the summer months is planning a tour of
United States and Canadian churches in September and October of 1962. In their visits
they will be sharing the experiences and blessings of their work in Pax, in addition to singing together.
Pax is one of the alternatives to military
service; it provides positive Christian action in
service abroad.

W o r l d Missions
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David Climenhaga
Miss Velma Brillinger
SOUTHERN RHODESIA

Bulawayo Mission and Missionary Children's
Hostel, 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Matopo Book Room: P.O. Box 554, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Zook
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Heisey
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Nancy Kreider
Miss Erma Lehman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann*
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Glenn J. Schwartz*
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 225T, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Ronald Garling*
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam Heise
Miss Ruth Hock
Miss Erma Mann
Miss Lois Jean Sider*
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Worman
Miss Gladys Lehman
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O.
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
Hospital Staff:
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Evelvn Noel
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag I29S,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Ginder
Samuel King*
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The four men who are participating are:
John Loewen, Dinuba, California; Ervie Glick,
Minot, North Dakota; Nelson Good, Elida,
Ohio; and Martin Harder, Swift Current, Saskatchewan. These men have had experience
in Pax service in Germany and Austria.
Their itinerary, scheduled from Sept. 15 to
Oct. 3 1 , includes programs in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska, NoTth Dakota, Montana, Saskatchewan, and Alberta.
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S U M M I T ? KENNEDY, EISENHOWER,
G R A H A M TALK
WASHINGTON, D . C. ( E P ) — In

an

un-

precedented meeting at the White House here,
President Kennedy and former President Eisenhower discussed Latin America problems and
projects with Evangelist Billy Graham and
wished him well during his tour of Brazil,
Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina.
Miss Martha Lady
Miss Edith E. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Rosenberger*
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books
Miss F . Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Ginder
NORTHERN RHODESIA

Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler
Miss Lona S. Brubaker
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Earl Lebo*
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E . Thuma
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Dale Hess*
Carl Knepper*
Sikalongo Mission: P . O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Keith Ulery
Miss Mary E . Heisey
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H . Frank Kipe
Miss Ruth Hunt
Miss Anna Kettering
Miss Fannie Longenecker
Pilgrim/Brethren Joint Secondary School: P. O.
Box 139, Choma, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
India
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission: P. O. Saharsa,
N. E. Railway.
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke
Miss Esther G. Book
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barfora via Murliganj
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Miss Leora G. Yoder
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. William R. Hoke

Dr. Graham's visit to the White House had
coincided with the visit of Mr. Eisenhower
who had called on the President to report on
conditions he had seen in his recent tour of
Europe.
The evangelist told reporters that Mr. Kennedy had often urged him to call the White
House "when in town." H e did so, he said,
and was asked to visit the President.
On his arrival he met Mr. Eisenhower, who
was early for his discussion with the President.
They chatted for about 10 minutes on Latin
American affairs and Dr. Graham's tour.
W h e n Mr. Eisenhower was greeted by President Kennedy, the two men urged Dr. Graham
to stay to confer with them.
BILLY G R A H A M TO HOLD CRUSADE
I N PARAGUAY

ASUNCION,

PARAGUAY

( C N S ) — After

three

years of careful planning, final preparations
are now being made for the largest evangelistic
campaign ever held in this small but strategic
country of Latin America. Coming to this city
for a week of special meetings from Sept. 26

"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
Delhi Mission: III M-24 Lajput Nagar, New
Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
U. P., India
Miss Mary E . Stoner
Japan
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
1179 Higashi Fukagawa, Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, # 1 Richmond Ave.
Kingston 10, Jamaica
Missionaries on Furlough
Miss Lois P. Davidson, R. 1, Garrett, Ind.
Miss Kathryn Hossler, 103 N . Hanover,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Miss Rhoda Lenhert, 103 E. George St.,
Arcanum, Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider, Grantham,
Pa.
Miss Ruth Book, Route 1, Lyndon, Illinois.
Miss Florence R. Hensel, c / o Rev. Glenn A.
Hensel, 1153 Hudson St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Mrs. Kenneth Bulgrien, Box 54, 1940 Lakeville Road, Oxford, Michigan.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser, c / o Jesse
Brechbill, Grantham, Penna.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle, c / o Rev.
Paul Engle, 890 W . Arrow Highway, Upland,
California.
Rev. and Mrs. John W . Graybill, c/o Wesley
Graybill, R. 1, Annville, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. Amos Dick, Grantham, Penna.
Miss Mildred Myers, R. 2, Greencastle, Pa.,
c / o Charles Myers.
Miss Erma Hare, Allen, Pa., c / o Loy Hare.
*1-W and voluntary service workers
Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST W O R L D MISSIONS

P. O. Box 171
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045
Contributions to Missions in America
send t o :
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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to Oct. 3 is the famed American evangelist,
Dr. Billy Graham.
The crusade is scheduled to take place in the
largest basketball stadium in the city which
seats 20,000 people. There will be a locally
trained choir of 150 voices under the direction
of Cliff Barrows while t h e soloist will be Ray
Robles of Los Angeles, a converted Mexican
nightclub singer. The organist will be Don
Hustad of Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.

TYPHOON DESTROYS MISSION PROPERTY

SPRINGFIELD,

MO.—The Assemblies

of God

Bible school near Hong Kong has been destroyed by Typhoon Wanda, the area's worst
storm in a quarter of a century.
A cablegram received at the denomination's
headquarters in Springfield, Mo., read "Lost
everything—school records, furnishings gone."
However, no students or teachers were injured or killed by the tidal wave, according
to reports received by the Assemblies of God
PASTORS AND L A Y M E N T E L L O F
Foreign Missions Department.
'SPEAKING I N TONGUES'
Ecclesia Bible Institute is located about five
MINNEAPOLIS, M I N N , ( E P ) — An article in
the Lutheran Standard, official organ of the miles north of downtown Hong Kong and
was constructed in the early 1950's at a cost
American Lutheran Church ( A L C ) says that
about two dozen pastors and several hundred
of $70,000. Staff housing and missionary resilaymen of the church have reported "speaking
dences were also destroyed by the typhoon.
in tongues" experiences.
The school's 41 students and some faculty
The article says that a denominational commembers are refugees from Red China. The
mission is now studying "these reported mani- building is located in Sha Tin, only four miles
festations of the Holy Spirit's power."
from the Communist border.
The Standard explained that when a ChrisIn addition to buildings and furnishings, two
tian speaks in tongues, he makes ecstatic utter- Puegoets, French-built automobiles, were lost
ances that cannot be identified as human language, except through the gift of interpretation. in the storm. The cars had been purchased
This "spiritual speaking," termed by the- for the school with funds donated by Assemblies of God young people throughout the
ologians "glossolalia," goes back to the Day
of Pentecost when, according to Acts 2:4, the United States.
early Christians "began to speak with other
tongues" when they were "filled with the Holy
F I V E PASTORS' CONFERENCES IN V I E T - N A M
Ghost."
SAIGON, V I E T - N A M ( F E N S ) — In connection
In modern times, this phenomenon has been
with the work of the Christian and Missionary
associated primarily with the Pentecostals, but
Alliance Church in Viet-Nam, five pastors'
two years ago it was reported that it was conferences were held during the month of
taking place within the Protestant Episcopal August. Dr. Merv Rosell was the main speaker
Church and some of the other historic denomi- for the meetings. H e was accompanied by his
nations.
son, Garth Rosell, and Missionary Tenor NorSome of the ALC pastors and laymen re- man Nelson of the Philippines. Also assisting
portedly received the "gift" of "spiritual speak- in the conferences was Overseas Crusades mising" after association with Episcopalians. How sionary to Viet-Nam, John Newman.
it has affected them has been told in letters
The five three-day pastors' conferences were
and verbal reports received by the ALC's Com- held in the cities of Vinhlong, Banmethuot,
mission on Evangelism.
Tourane and Dalat, as well as Saigon. Three
One man wrote: ". . . the fire of the Holy of the conferences were conducted with the
Spirit is mighty disturbing. And I'm disturbed. Vietnamese pastors, and two with the tribal
As I have gone through this, Scripture really pastors. Many of the meetings were held with
comes alive and the hymns of the church shout
the sound of mortar fire and bombing in the
out at me . . ."
background. Most of the tribal pastors h a d
A pastor wrote the experiences h a d resulted come from areas where American personnel
in "a definite enrichment of my own spiritual could never go. The doors are closing to the
life, a deepening understanding of God's Word
missionaries in all except the larger cities.
and new confidence to pray for others . . ."
Another pastor who reportedly received the BOB PIERCE AT IRAN EARTHQUAKE
gift said he now has "the courage of the
Mid-way in an around-the-world itinerary,
apostle to witness. My desire is for prayer
Dr. Pierce arrived in Iran only a few hours
and Bible study. I love people as I have never
after the actual quake and before its tragic
loved them. Instead of preparing sermons I scope was fully known.
now prepare myself to preach."
Chartering two planes to carry pills, mediOne writer commented on the growth of
cine, food and clothing, he flew to the devthe Phenomenon thusly: "It may interest you
astated villages in Southwestern Iran with Dr.
to note that within a diameter of 25 miles there J. Christy Wilson, Jr., veteran American misare three Lutheran pastors and three Methodist
sionary to the Near East, and Miss Vivian
pastors besides the many many others in the
Mills, a nurse from the Isfahan Christian Hosdenominational churches far and wide who pital.
minister through the gifts of the Spirit includIn a report from the scene, Dr. Pierce
ing the 'speaking in tongues.' It is quite evident
in our day that God is trying to reveal to us described the devastation as the worst single
disaster he had ever seen. "I talked with one
that 'Pentecost' is not a denomination—it is an
man who lost his wife and 10 children," he
experience."
said. " H e had been standing inside the house
near the door at the moment of the quake . . .
CHRISTIAN H O M E CARES FOR
As the roof fell, he shoved one child—the only
ABANDONED C H I L D
one whom he could reach—out of the door
H O N G KONG ( F E N S ) — "I really did not
ahead of him. His wife and the other nine
want to do it. After all, the baby is mine.
children were killed by the falling roof . . . and
If I was not forced by adverse circumstances,
later, he told me, the remaining child died—
I wouldn't have done it. I had been sick and
either from fright or heartbreak . . ."
I found it difficult to care for the baby and
The stench of death hung over each village
help in the field." With these words, a Chinese
visited. Each night as Dr. Pierce and his
woman explained why she h a d abandoned her
baby girl two days after birth. The baby is
now at the Fan Ling Babies' Home, a Christian Institution founded to care for abandoned
foundlings. T h e mother, who helped her
farmer husband in the field, already h a d three
children. When discharged from the hospital,
the mother abandoned the baby in a wayside
public lavatory.
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companions flew back to where they were
staying they h a d to have all of their clothes
disinfected.
MISSIONARY KILLED I N INDIA

SPRINGFIELD, M O . — Dorothy Eileen E d wards, Assemblies of God missionary to India,
was killed in an automobile accident in Bombay, India, while returning to the United States
for a furlough.
Accompanied by Hilda Wagenknecht, another Assemblies of God missionary, Miss E d wards received a fractured skull in a pedestrian
accident which resulted in death a few hours
later, reports indicate. Miss Wagenknecht was
not involved in the accident, according to
cables received from Bombay by the denomination's Foreign Missions Department September 10.
NAE SPONSORS PREACHING CONTEST
AS PART O F ITS BIBLE EMPHASIS

WHEATON, ILL. ( C N S ) — A S a concluding effort

in its year-long program to "Return the Bible
to the Heart of the Nation" the National Association of Evangelicals is sponsoring an expository preaching contest. T h e competition is
open to any minister, missionary or chaplain
who may enter an expository sermon which
he has preached to a congregation between July
1, 1962 and January 27, 1963.
"We hope that many pastors across the nation
will participate in the contest," Dr. Robert A.
Cook, NAE president, said in announcing the
event.
"This emphasis on the expository
method of biblical preaching will give thousands of congregations across the country a
chance to become personally involved with the
Bible as it is preached from many pulpits."
In defining "expository preaching," the NAE
president stated that all sermons entered
should be based on a "definite passage of
Scripture with the goal of explaining and applying the content in that passage to some
problem of contemporary life." Each individual entrant may select his own passage and
subject.
The first prize winner in the contest will
receive a new edition of the 36-volume set of
The Speaker's Bible through the courtesy of
Baker Book House, Grand Rapids. Mich., plus
a $25.00 cash award. The next nine winners
will each get a cash award of $25 and all ten
of the top sermons will be published in a book
by Baker Book House. The winners will b e
announced at the NAE convention April 2226, 1963, in Buffalo, N. Y.
A panel of five judges representing some
of the nation's top authorities on expository
preaching will select the best sermons. On
the panel will be Dr. Merrill C. Tenney, dean
of the graduate school at Wheaton College,
Wheaton, 111.; Dr. Andrew W . Blackwood, Sr.,
professor emeritus of homiletics at Princeton
Theological Seminary and noted author, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. Herman Baker of Baker
Book House, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Dr. Neil
Winegarden, president of Buffalo Bible Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., and Dr. James D . Robertson, professor of preaching at Asbury Seminary,
Wilmore, Ky.
Each contestant will be allowed to enter
only one original sermon of not more than
3,000 words in length. Official contest rules
and entry blank may be obtained by writing to
Expository Preaching Contest, NAE, Box 28,
Wheaton, 111.

